Measurement of liver fat fraction and iron with MRI and MR spectroscopy techniques
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ABSTRACT
Diffuse liver disease is a widespread global healthcare burden, and the abnormal accumulation of lipid and/or iron is common to important disease processes. Developing the improved methods for detecting and quantifying liver lipid and iron is an important clinical need. The inherent risk, invasiveness, and sampling error of liver biopsy have prompted the development of noninvasive imaging methods for lipid and iron assessment. Ultrasonography and computed tomography have the ability to detect diffuse liver disease, but with limited accuracy. The purpose of this review is to describe the current state-of-the-art methods for quantifying liver lipid and iron using magnetic resonance imaging and spectroscopy, including their implementation, benefits, and potential pitfalls. Imaging- and spectroscopy-based methods are naturally suited for lipid and iron quantification. Lipid can be detected and decomposed from the inherent chemical shift between lipid and water signals, whereas iron imparts significant paramagnetic susceptibility to tissue, which accelerates proton relaxation. However, measurements of these biomarkers are confounded by technical and biological effects. Current methods must address these factors to allow a precise correlation between the lipid fraction and iron concentration. Although this correlation becomes increasingly challenging in the presence of combined lipid and iron accumulation, advanced techniques show promise for delineating these quantities through multi-lipid peak analysis, T2 water mapping, and fast single-voxel water-lipid spectroscopy.

For over three decades, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been an invaluable tool for noninvasively diagnosing and monitoring disease progression of the liver. Technological advancements have pushed MRI to new frontiers of medical application that range from the macroscopic functional analysis of organs and flow dynamics to detailing microscopic processes, such as diffusion and metabolic activity. An evolving consensus is establishing MRI as the diagnostic modality for the characterization of focal and diffuse liver disease.

Apart from the qualitative assessment of disease, recent progress includes the development of quantitative methods. Abnormal levels of liver lipid or iron are two important contributors to diffuse liver disease. The presence of lipid within an imaging voxel can be uniquely separated from the more abundant water species due to the very specific resonant frequency offset that is imparted by the main magnetic field. Metabolic iron manifests differently in magnetic resonance (MR) images. The elevated paramagnetic nature of this metal, even in small quantities, imparts an observable disturbance to the local magnetic field of nearby protons. This disturbance exacerbates proton spin dephasing, which accelerates T2 and T2* relaxation.

The focus of this review is to outline the current state-of-the-art methods that are used to quantify liver lipid and iron using MRI. Current quantitative methods, implementation, benefits, and potential pitfalls will be described. Within this framework, it is also important to outline the stages of technology development, from water-fat separation based on two-peak analysis to more complex separations that are based on multi-peak analysis.

This review is divided into two main sections, the present section describing MR methods for liver lipid and iron separately. Another section will focus on the MR quantification challenges that are presented by the combined presence of lipid and iron, which is commonly encountered within the liver. The description of MR methods for these applications will include imaging and spectroscopic approaches.

Clinical importance of noninvasive imaging
The incidence of focal and diffuse diseases that are related to the liver is increasing worldwide (1, 2), which has led to a growing healthcare burden in many countries. Liver abnormalities could initially present without overt patient symptoms, and they could be triggered by viruses, hereditary predisposition, or lifestyle choices. Without treatment, liver disease could progress to the development of more advanced chronic liver disease with cirrhosis and to an increased risk for hepatocellular carcinoma (3, 4). As such, there is an impetus to detect and diagnose...
Liver lipid accumulation is a primary feature of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease. However, it could also be present in other disorders, such as viral hepatitis and alcoholic- or hereditary-related diseases. Liver iron deposition is common to hereditary diseases that are related to iron overload, including hereditary hemochromatosis, and chronic liver disease. Lipid and iron overload can also occur simultaneously. Histological liver specimen analysis is the most direct method for visualizing these elements; however, biopsy intervention is costly and impractical to implement on a routine basis. To this end, MRI is well-suited to routinely detect and quantify various aspects of liver function, including lipid and iron concentration, without intervention or ionizing radiation.

**Current non-MR methods**

Liver biopsy remains a major method for the assessment of diffuse liver disease, including lipid, iron and fibrosis. While biopsy enables a microscopic presentation of the cellular structure of specific tissue, including stains for lipid and iron, sampling is limited to at most approximately 1/50 000th of the liver volume. Therefore, sampling error is potentially a significant source of under- or over-staging of disease. Moreover, histopathologic interpretation is semi-quantitative at best, but it is often qualitative and variable among readers. Given the invasiveness and cost of the procedure, biopsy is not a realistic approach for repeated assessments as a component of routine disease monitoring. There are additional practical limitations as well, including patient resistance to the procedure, especially if they are asymptomatic.

The limitations of biopsy have prompted the development of noninvasive imaging. Conventional ultrasound has been utilized for several decades to assess liver disease. Ultrasound features of steatosis are highly specific in nature, such as a relative hyperechogenicity of the liver compared to the kidney. However, this feature lacks robust quantification over a broad range of diseases, despite the presence of computer-assisted methods. Another limitation of ultrasound methods is the reduced diagnostic performance in obese patients due to wave attenuation. Computed tomography (CT) is another diagnostic tool that is sensitive to hepatic steatosis. Unenhanced CT is capable of acquiring a high-resolution three-dimensional (3D) image of the liver, with quantitative measures of attenuation (Hounsfield units [HU]) that are related to hepatic steatosis. Specifically, there is a highly predictable inverse relationship between HU and hepatic lipid content. Typically, healthy livers have a HU of 50–60, while a HU of less than 40 is predictive of hepatic steatosis. Measurement of liver attenuation alone is the strongest predictor of lipid infiltration. However, sensitivity and specificity decrease with unenhanced CT when another underlying diffuse liver disease is present, such as iron deposition. Because HU increases with iron deposition, the scenario of combined lipid and iron overload tends to mask the quantification of each component. Moreover, CT has not been found to be specific for staging early-stage steatosis. Another limitation of CT is ionizing radiation exposure and the risk of inducing a malignancy. Thus, CT is not amenable for routine follow-up use, which is important for disease monitoring.

**MRI of steatosis and iron deposition**

As noted, MRI is inherently sensitive to lipid and iron deposition. This phenomenon has been well-established. A key advantage of MRI in this setting is the ability to directly exploit differences in water and lipid resonances. As a result, advanced methods for observing and quantifying lipid and iron have been extensively developed, making MRI a simple, noninvasive method for characterizing specific elements that are related to diffuse liver disease.

Several techniques have been employed to detect lipid and/or iron content in the liver. Specifically, for lipid, techniques have primarily involved that exploit the phase difference between lipid and water resonances using chemical shift methods, such as dual-echo in-phase and opposed-phase imaging. Additionally, this resonance difference enables the suppression of an individual metabolite using selectively tuned radiofrequency pulses. However, the latter technique has not gained traction as a quantitative technique due to the challenges of implementing efficient frequency-selective radiofrequency pulses, and, more importantly, the lack of an internal reference value for calculating either the lipid or water fraction.

The quantification of iron with MRI originates directly from iron’s paramagnetic effect on neighboring proton spins. This interaction results in an observable change in the local field homogeneity and, hence, accelerated spin dephasing and T2 (and T2*) relaxation. Within a certain threshold, an increasing amount of iron results in a proportional change in the relaxation rate, R2 (1/T2) and R2* (1/T2*), allowing a calibrated relationship to be obtained. Because iron imparts significant local magnetic field disturbance, the relationship with R2 can be complex at high concentrations or even unmeasurable.

It is important to consider lipid and iron concentrations not only individually but also in the setting of combined diseases, when both are present in relevant quantities. This scenario poses a unique challenge in quantitative MR because each metabolite confounds the measurement of the other. For an efficient noninvasive imaging technique to be adopted, it must acquire and quantify the targeted biomarker quickly, accurately, and simultaneously. This has been the focus of much modern investigation. As will be described, important advances have been made to address many of the confounding effects that are presented by lipid and iron in vivo.

**MRI techniques to detect lipid**

Among the primary biological components of diffuse liver disease, the detection of lipid is significant. The array of current MRI techniques to detect and quantify lipid using chemical separation techniques originates from a seminal investigation that was outlined by Dixon, and other subsequent studies that were reported soon thereafter. The relevant concept exploits the inherent frequency difference between water and the dominant
methylene resonance in lipid (CH$_2$, -220 Hz at 1.5 Tesla [T]), resulting in an observable chemical-shift at particular echo-times (TE) in gradient-echo (GRE) imaging. Within the scenario of a two peak model, water and lipid achieve a 180° phase-difference relative to each other (opposed-phase condition) at a TE of 2.2 ms and 1.5 T and an in-phase condition at TE=4.4 ms (Fig. 1a). Ignoring other underlying MR and biological effects, the degree of signal loss in opposed-phase imaging is proportional to the degree of lipid accumulation, resulting in a method for detecting fatty liver (Fig. 1b, 1c) (13, 16). By acquiring opposed-phase images in conjunction with in-phase images (dual-echo GRE), a simple lipid fraction quantity can be determined using the following relationship: \((S_{ip} - S_{op})/2S_{ip}\), where \(S_{ip}\) is the liver signal measured in magnitude in-phase images (often relative to the spleen signal), and \(S_{op}\) is the liver signal in opposed-phase images. However, because magnitude images only display positive signal values, this method prevents an accurate assessment of lipid fractions above 50%, unless lipid is known to be the dominant component. Because water and lipid have a specific chemical-shift, algorithms can be formulated to produce separated water- and lipid-sensitive images using in- and opposed-phase images (17, 18). These images are effective surrogates for routine fat-suppressed T1 imaging (“water-only” image) or for the qualitative assessment of fatty infiltration (“lipid-only” image) (Fig. 2). Because the diagnostic value of an accurate spatial “map” depicting the lipid fraction is high, it is important to overcome the technical and physiologic bias impacting the quantification of the lipid fraction.

The confounding factors for accurate lipid fraction quantification are numerous, and it is ambitious to expect a complete elimination of all factors without compromising acquisition efficiency. Systematic errors related to \(B_0\) field homogeneity and eddy currents can create additional voxel-dependent phase accumulation of water-lipid components, causing reduced integrity of in- and opposed-phase quantitation. One effective extension of conventional dual-echo GRE is to preserve the
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**Figure 1. a–c.** Vector description of the magnitude signal from an in-phase and opposed-phase MRI experiment (a). The resultant signal \((S_{ip} + S_{op})\) is the vector sum of lipid (L) and water (W) components within a voxel. Note that absolute signal values will obscure interpretation if lipid is greater than water. Lipid- and water-only images can be reconstructed from source in- and opposed-phase data and further manipulated to compute the lipid fraction. Representative images of opposed- (b) and in-phase MRI (c). Note the dark etching artifact on the opposed-phase image due to water-lipid boundaries along with signal reduction in the liver due to abnormal lipid accumulation. Images acquired at 1.5 T using a two-dimensional spoiled dual-echo gradient-echo sequence with TR/TE1/TE2=150/2.3/4.6 ms in a 16 s breath hold.

**Figure 2. a–e.** Three-dimensional multi-point Dixon acquisition in an individual with hepatic lipid showing in-phase (a), opposed-phase (b), water (W) only (c), lipid (L) only (d), and T2* corrected lipid-fraction (LF) map (e), obtained from the following relationship: LF=L/(L+W). The increased signal that is observed in the lipid-fraction map is specific for elevated lipid content. Note that there is no lipid present in the kidney or pancreas. Region-of-interest measurement in the right lobe reveals a LF=38.0%.
phase information of the signal and to use a complex signal model to better estimate field inhomogeneities and water-lipid dominance (18, 19). This strategy is improved by using three (or more) echoes at either symmetric (in- or opposed-phase) or asymmetric (arbitrary) TEs (20, 21). The commonly known IDEAL (iterative decomposition of water and fat with echo asymmetry and least-squares estimation) technique uses these strategies to optimize water-fat separation (21, 22). The determination of the additional phase accumulation is not a trivial problem; an estimation of the field map is often necessary, and it could involve phase unwrapping (20).

Another important confounder is bias that is related to the relaxation parameters T1 and T2 (or T2*). Water and lipid, within a voxel, have individually associated relaxation parameters that are sensitive to the local molecular environment (23). With the composition of the molecular environment usually unknown a priori, the basic strategy to reduce bias related to T1 and T2* relaxation (in fast GRE imaging) is to either reduce the effect with MR parameter modification or to correct the phenomena with postprocessing algorithms. T1-bias originates from the incomplete longitudinal relaxation of water and lipid over TR. This effect is particularly relevant in the fast-GRE sequences that are typically used to image the lipid fraction. Although it has been estimated that water and lipid have uniquely varying T1 in the liver (T1_{lipid}=343 ms and T1_{water}=586 ms at 1.5 T, [24]), the systematic off-line correction of these entities is challenging due to the added complexity of the MR signal model and to the unknown T1 effect of various pathologies. A simpler strategy is to optimize the flip angle and TR, depending on the GRE imaging sequence and imaging constraints. For modern, breath-hold 3D multi-echo GRE acquisitions, flip angles are <10° and TR <20 ms.

Neutralizing the effects of transverse relaxation (T2 or T2*) requires off-line signal correction steps. Simple MR sequence modification is not possible because effective water-lipid separation requires multiple acquisitions at specifically increasing echo times, thereby weighting the signal by T2* (ideally, TE=0 is desired to eliminate T2 or T2* relaxation). Moreover, it is known that liver T2* is highly variable in pathological conditions, particularly with iron deposition (25). Therefore, there is impetus to measure and correct T2* for the accurate estimation of water and lipid proton-density and lipid fraction. However, it is important to note that T2* within a voxel consists of a weighted contribution of water, lipid, and other components. This compartmental-dependence of T2* is the subject of ongoing investigation, particularly in the setting of combined lipid and iron deposition. It suffices to say that accurate lipid fraction estimation requires the estimation of both T2* components and, as a result, requires further inclusion of these terms in the general MR
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**Table.** Location and relative amount of liver triglycerides determined by MR spectroscopy as measured by Hamilton et al. (30)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak #</th>
<th>CS (ppm)</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Relative amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>Olefinic</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>Glycerol</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>Diacyl</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>Carboxyl</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Methylene</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>Methyl</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CS, chemical shift.
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**Figure 3.** High-resolution MR spectroscopy from an individual with elevated liver lipid. There are six observable lipid peaks at specific chemical-shifts that contribute to the total lipid signal, as noted numerically and detailed in the Table. Note that peak #1 and #2 are masked by water but contribute relatively little to the overall lipid quantity. Due to their specific chemical-shifts and relative amounts, each peak can be modeled in a generalized imaging equation for more accurate total lipid estimation.
signal model (assuming one lipid peak):
\[ S(TE) = (\rho_w e^{-\gamma B T E} + \rho_l e^{-\gamma B l T E} + \rho_i e^{-\gamma B i T E}) e^{-\gamma B T E}, \]

where, \( \psi \) is the frequency shift due to field inhomogeneity, \( \rho \) represents the proton densities of water and lipid, and \( f \) is the frequency shift between water and lipid. A thorough analysis of the GRE signal model, in terms of compartmental \( T2^* \)-dependence, has been investigated previously, with many additional assumptions (26, 27).

While lipid fraction estimation bias is reduced by including water and lipid \( T2^* \) terms, it has been found that noise performance suffers significantly, counteracting the improved accuracy that is afforded by the multiple \( T2^* \) terms (27–29). The noise performance is particularly important for low lipid fraction levels, which could be of diagnostic importance. In such cases, a single \( T2^* \) estimate is sufficient because the contribution from lipid is minimal. Intermediate lipid levels could benefit from separate \( T2^* \) estimations, however, particularly if water and lipid \( T2^* \) are very different. At baseline, the \( T2^* \) of water and lipid have been estimated to be 24 and 18 ms, respectively (27). However, these values will change due to pathological conditions, particularly iron accumulation.

The assumption that a single lipid (methylene) off-resonance exists -3.4 parts per million (ppm) from water is an over-simplification for calculating total lipid. From high-resolution MR spectroscopy of liver, it has been shown that the detailed lipid spectrum consists of at least six distinct observable triglyceride proton resonances (Fig. 3) (30). Therefore, multiple lipid spectra contribute to the total lipid fraction in the liver and must be accounted for in the complex MR signal model:
\[ S(TE) = (\rho_w e^{-\gamma B T E} + \rho_l e^{-\gamma B l T E} + \rho_i e^{-\gamma B i T E}) e^{-\gamma B T E}, \]

where, \( p \) represents the number of lipid peaks, \( a \) is the relative amplitudes (such that \( \sum a = 1 \)), and \( f \) are the known frequency shifts of the lipid peaks. The specific chemical shifts are known from experimental observation, but the absolute magnitude of each will depend on the particular sample. In liver lipid, however, the relative amplitudes can be determined through calibration (30), as shown in the Table.
Although this information can further simplify the complex signal equation, each lipid resonance can also be associated with a specific T2* value (23). However, assuming a single T2* for all lipid resonances is sufficient in most cases because the protons in lipid will experience similar effects of field inhomogeneity. Evidence has also shown that single-T2* correction correlates well with MR spectroscopy in vivo (31).

The use of a complex, multiple lipid peak analysis for lipid fraction estimation shows significant improvement in accuracy over a “single-peak” analysis (32). Without spectral modeling, the lipid fraction is underestimated, even with T2* correction. With knowledge of water-lipid dominance, a magnitude GRE acquisition needs at least three echoes to solve the complex signal model for T2*-corrected water and lipid images; however, specific TEs can be determined to optimize noise bias (33). A least-squares analysis approach is typically used to calculate at least three unknowns: water, lipid (total), and T2*. More unknowns require additional images at appropriate TEs.

Proper correction of relaxation effects and of other system and field effects produces a “proton density-weighted” estimation of water and lipid (Fig. 2), which are pseudo-correlated to metabolite concentration. The current implementation of MR lipid fraction acquisitions is 3D GRE with three or more echoes using magnitude and phase information in a complex, multi-spectral lipid signal model. A single-T2* estimation is common practice, with the integrity of the estimation increasing with the number of TEs. T1 bias is reduced by using a low flip angle (<10°), while TR for 3D applications are typically <20 ms for breath-hold acquisitions. The field dependence of these factors has not been fully described to date.

The lipid fraction can also be accurately estimated with MR spectroscopy using two common, single-voxel techniques: point-resolved spectroscopy and stimulated-echo acquisition (34–37). High-resolution MR spectroscopy acquisitions allow the detailed and direct visualization of relevant water and lipid spectra in the liver. Spectral area measurements of each metabolite (A_t and A_w) can be combined and related to calculate the total lipid fraction: \( LF = \frac{\sum A_t}{\sum A_t + A_w} \). MR spectroscopy allows a highly accurate quantification of the lipid fraction relative to water. Conventional MR spectroscopy, however, has several inherent drawbacks. To attain a high-resolution MR spectroscopy of a relatively small volume of interest (30 mm³), the acquisition must be signal-averaged for adequate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and lipid peak separation. The breathing motion must also be considered, which further complicates conventional MR spectroscopy approaches. Importantly, however, water and diagnostically relevant lipid are in high abundance in the liver compared to metabolites that are inspected by MR spectroscopy in many neuroapplications. Therefore, signal averaging can be reduced or eliminated, allowing breath-hold acquisitions. Another common deterrent to clinical MR spectroscopy is spectrum analysis, which requires sophisticated processing software to extract water and lipid quantities. Following data postprocessing to transform raw MR spectroscopy signal to a spectral-frequency representation, an additional task is to measure the integral area of each metabolite using specific Gaussian or Lorentzian curve fitting algorithms, which can be subject to significant error without careful attention. An alternate method for estimating the total lipid is to treat the multiple lipid spectra as one entity and to subsequently determine the total integral area, as shown in Fig. 4. This method is particularly useful in abdominal applications if high-resolution spectra are forfeited in exchange for acquisition speed.

This has been the acquisition and processing approach of recent advanced MR spectroscopy methods for estimating the liver lipid fraction (36, 37), which has shown excellent correlation with lipid fraction in phantom and in vivo. In addition to optimizing acquisition speed using one signal average, the high-speed T2-corrected (HISTO) MR spectroscopy method acquires spectral data at multiple echo times, enabling a T2 curve fit of water and lipid spectra and a subsequent T2-correction of the resultant lipid fraction quantity. Fig. 5 shows the series of steps for HISTO acquisition.

**MRI techniques to detect iron**

The detection and staging of iron is relevant in the setting of diffuse liver disease. It is known to contribute to the advancement of the disease, and it is particularly present in patients with cirrhosis (38, 39). Moreover, in defining the measurement of other important MR biomarkers within the spectrum of diffuse disease, namely lipid, inflammation, and fibrosis, iron can have a confounding effect and must be accounted for with the appropriate correction methods. As noted, this phenomenon is due to iron’s paramagnetic effect on the local field homogeneity, which causes a negative SNR for T2 or T2*-weighted images for a given TE on gradient- or spin-echo images (40). The degree of reduced SNR, especially relative to muscle, is indicative of iron severity, but only semi-quantitatively. Because much of the iron effect is local spin de-phasing, a more empirical representation is T2 and/or T2* parametric mapping (11, 41). However, any absolute correlation to iron concentration is still indirect, at best, and a more realistic approach is a method that is sensitive to relative changes between normal, mild, moderate, and severe iron concentrations.

The positive effect of iron on transverse relaxation can be better appreciated by considering the relaxation rate R2 or R2*. This convention originated from early experiments with nuclear magnetic resonance that revealed a significant correlation between the transverse relaxation rate and solvent protons in paramagnetic and ferritin solutions (42). This correlation allows a linear relationship between the change in R2 and the change in iron concentration (\( \Delta R2 = r_2 \Delta[Fe] \)). The relaxivity constant, \( r_2 \), is specific to iron and represents a metric for iron’s paramagnetic strength. This relationship ignores the effect of other contributors to R2, namely lipid, collagen, or other tissue elements. Although other R2 contributions can distort the linear proportionality, liver iron, when present in significant amounts, is the dominant species influencing R2 values. Therefore, in general: R2 = R2_water + R2_other, where R2_other represents the mean contribution of other non-iron-mediated relaxation elements, such as lipid. In individuals without combined disease,
inhomogeneity effects (46). Providing more insensitivity from field inhomogeneity effects, such that R2= R2+ R2', where R2' represents the influence of macroscopic susceptibility (i.e., field inhomogeneity) on inherent R2 relaxation. The R2' contribution is usually significant enough to make R2* highly sensitive to changes in iron concentration because the measurement is affected by local (R2_local) and global (R2_global) paramagnetic effects. Therefore, R2* values are exceedingly higher than R2 values (for a given iron level), requiring imaging methods with much shorter echo time sampling. Nevertheless, R2* measurements for liver iron deposition remain well-suited for MR imaging, given the acquisition speed of GRE compared to spin-echo techniques.

Liver R2 and R2* measurements using MRI have shown high correlation with tissue iron concentration (44), although some investigations have reported inaccuracies with R2* in specific disease settings, such as fibrosis and lipid (43, 45). The method of choice could depend on the application. A multi-echo, multi-slice (or 3D) GRE method can be acquired in a short breath hold with most current MRI systems, which provides efficient integration into routine liver exams. Moreover, the ability to achieve ultra-short TE with GRE allows the interrogation of severe iron concentrations, which may present T2* values on the order of <10 ms. Ultra-short T2 values also occur in these severe cases, and they present a challenge for spin-echo methods because very short TE and inter-echo spacing is hindered by the time that is necessary for spin re-focusing. However, spin-echo techniques have the benefit of being insensitive to global inhomogeneities, which become significant at severe iron levels or higher field strengths. Recent hybrid approaches using gradient and spin-echo (GRASE) could overcome these limitations while providing more insensitivity from field inhomogeneity effects (46).

Another approach for liver R2 measurement is MR spectroscopy (47). This method is less common for routine clinical use due to its extended scan time, specialized processing needs, and its lack of broad availability, but these trends are changing with fast, multi-echo MR spectroscopy tools, such as HISTO (42). With MR spectroscopy, it is possible to achieve a local and detailed assessment of metabolite (water) signal decay that is related to R2 (and hence, iron deposition). Highly resolved water spectra can be obtained due to abundance of water and the relatively large voxel sample size (>20 mm³) compared to imaging-based techniques. Fast R2 measurements with MR spectroscopy have shown high correlation with a reference standard in vitro (36). Notably, MR spectroscopy experiments in iron-laden phantoms have shown the insensitivity of R2_water with varying degrees of lipid concentration (48), suggesting that the distribution of iron affects water proton relaxation more than lipid proton relaxation. The inherent ability of the MR spectroscopy techniques to separate the water resonance from other confounding proton resonances, such as lipid, enables a more direct and isolated analysis of iron concentration compared to MRI, which typically measures a summed signal from each imaging voxel.

Future directions

It has been shown that liver lipid can be efficiently quantified with an imaging- or spectroscopic-based lipid fraction value or map that compensates for confounders, such as multiple lipid peaks and molecular relaxation (T1, T2, and T2*). Similarly, liver iron can be estimated from R2 or R2* quantities via multi-echo imaging or spectroscopic acquisitions. The application of these techniques must be revisited in the setting of combined disease, whether present together or coupled with advanced fibrotic changes. In effect, because lipid or iron often do not exist independently of each other in liver disease, they each become a confounder of the other.

In terms of liver lipid measurement in the presence of iron, considerable research has been conducted to manifest and outline the need for compensation methods for MRI and MR spectroscopy (29, 36). Most modern lipid-sensitive MR applications incorporate some degree of R2 or R2* correction using multi-echo acquisitions. It has been shown that lipid fraction measurements using either MRI or MR spectroscopy without R2/R2* correction result in significant error (26, 28, 29, 36). The effectiveness of these compensation methods often depends on the degree of iron concentration; severe iron overload can prevent adequate TE sampling and entirely obscure lipid quantification. Robust signal modeling is also important with MR methods: the presence of lipid and iron (and other metabolites) in an imaging voxel presents a multi-component R2 or R2* relaxation process, which may vary depending on the concentration of each component. Current multi-peak imaging methods assume a single R2* component in order to provide adequate SNR properties, and results show excellent linear correlation with a lipid fraction reference in the absence of iron (28). However, some reports show a departure from linearity when iron is present with lipid (47). Further evaluation of single R2* correction methods are needed in the setting of lipid-iron combined disease.

Multi-echo MR spectroscopy methods for lipid fraction quantification also require R2 correction (35–37). The acquisition of a single MR spectroscopy voxel containing lipid and iron at multiple TE exhibits unique and quantifiable T2 relaxation curves. It is important to note that if it is assumed that R2_water=R2_lipid, then no correction for relative signal decay is needed for lipid fraction measurement; both metabolites decay at the same rate regardless of acquisition TE. However, in practice, R2_water is not the same as R2_lipid, particularly in the presence of iron (26, 36). From analysis in phantoms, it has been shown that iron primarily affects the R2_water value, thereby overestimating the lipid fraction if correction methods are not employed (36, 48). In addition, current development is ongoing to further shorten the initial echo time (TE=12 ms), which currently limits the technique in cases of severe iron overload, where T2 is very short.

The quantification of iron concentration using R2 or R2* is also subject
to confounders, such as lipid or collagen deposition, due to fibrotic changes in the liver. As a result, with MRI techniques, the measured R2* may not correlate directly with iron concentration due to the integral effects of other tissue compartments. Few investigations have correlated R2* with iron concentration in the presence of lipid. It is well known that R2* measurements depend heavily on the acquisition technique, number of echoes, and echo-spacing. A recent investigation compared R2* measurements from (in-phase) multi-echo GRE with known histologically determined iron and steatosis grade in vivo (45). The results showed a significant change in measured R2* as steatosis grade increased in subjects without elevated iron levels. Although R2* sensitivity to the lipid fraction lessened when the authors accounted for multiple lipid peaks, a measureable change in R2* was still detected. Another report found a weaker correlation of R2* with iron concentration in patients with liver fibrosis (43). In addition to R2*, sensitivity to lipid also affects R2 measurements in liver for iron quantification. A recent study investigating the use of a fat-saturated, multi-echo spin-echo sequence for R2 quantification for siderosis in multiple abdominal organs, including the liver, found a significant decrease in R2 values in lipid-rich pancreas and vertebral bone marrow compared to non-fat-saturated spin-echo (49). Although a significant R2 decrease was not found in the liver, no subjects were specifically enrolled due to the integral effects of other tissue compartments. Few investigations are ongoing to validate these initial results have shown that the R2water component is significantly correlated with iron concentration (>0.95), whereas R2lipid remains considerably uncorrelated (<0.10) over the same range of iron concentrations. This observation of R2water and R2lipid divergence has also been detected in vivo, with R2water displaying a strong linear correlation with iron estimates, as shown in Fig. 7 (unpublished data). Although R2lipid remains relatively unchanged in the presence of low to moderate levels of iron, R2lipid measurements also begin to increase considerably with severe iron overload. This trend follows the known physiological distribution of iron in the liver, whereby mobile, crystalline iron distributes to intercellular regions that are spatially distinct from mobile lipid protons contained within intracellular vacuoles. The paramagnetic susceptibility of iron, therefore, will influence the “water” compartment over the “lipid” compartment and will be a function of proximity and concentration. Further investigations are ongoing to validate MR spectroscopy measurements of the lipid fraction, R2water and R2lipid in vivo in the setting of combined disease using known iron and lipid histology biomarkers as references.

The acquisition of a T2water map in combination with a multi-lipid peak- and relaxation-corrected lipid fraction...
map using MR imaging methods has recently been investigated (46), and it shows promise as a robust technique for simultaneously quantifying lipid and iron (Fig. 8). Similar to the MR spectroscopy results, the T2_water measurement using the radial-GRASE method is insensitive to the lipid fraction in phantoms. However, further studies are needed to elucidate the relationship in vivo within a spectrum of lipid and iron concentrations.

**Conclusion**

MR techniques are sufficiently well-developed to be considered a surrogate and routine alternative to liver biopsy for the measurement of the liver lipid fraction and tissue iron level. Ideally, the application of magnetic resonance imaging to the study of liver iron and lipid deposition requires a single, fast, and precise technique that can be broadly integrated into routine abdominal imaging exams with intuitive presentation of the results. Developing an MR imaging or spectroscopic acquisition that fully satisfies these requirements remains challenging. While multi-echo GRE imaging approaches are now able to accurately and precisely quantify lipid fraction volumetrically within a breath hold, there is still uncertainty regarding accurately estimating iron concentration in combined disease using single R2* measurements without adding significant noise bias. In contrast, multi-echo MR spectroscopy methods present the benefits of lipid and water compartmental analysis of lipid fraction and iron concentration (via compartmental R2 measurement). MR spectroscopy has also been shown to be applicable to routine liver disease applications with accelerated acquisition and postprocessing improvements. However, precise voxel placement and limited sampling volume remain important drawbacks, and studies need to be conducted to validate the compartmental dependence of iron concentration in vivo.

In conclusion, MR techniques for liver iron and lipid quantification have significantly developed in recent years. The clinical importance of multi-faceted diffuse liver disease has spawned numerous investigations to provide robust, noninvasive methods that extend beyond the traditional qualitative assessment of disease, creating a new era of quantitative diagnosis and therapeutic monitoring of disease. Future developments will continue to refine existing MRI and MR spectroscopy techniques and allow easy user implementation and intuitive physician interpretation. The use of magnetic resonance imaging as a front line tool for the robust assessment of diffuse liver disease is imminent.
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